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EASY STAR TABLERUNNER
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POSITIVELY NEGATIVELY
EASY STAR TABLERUNNER
PLEASE READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE
BEGINNING

Approximate finished size:
32" X 68" (.81m X 1.73m)

$
Quilt measures approximately 32” X 68”.
$
There are ten 12” finished blocks set side by side in a
2 X 5 grid.

$
The two borders are simple squared end borders.

HELPFUL HINTS
$
Make a legend with your fabrics & label to help when

SUPPLY LIST
Light
Fabric A (tone on tone
/ tan)
Dark
Fabric B (tone on tone
/ navy)
Fabric C

cutting. Take time to cut accurately.

$
Use a scant ¼” seam allowance. Make sure you establish
an accurate seam allowance before starting to piece.
Different fabrics and threads can affect your seam
allowance from project to project. Use a 'wall' to help keep
seam allowances consistent.

$
Always chain piece using a 'pig' (small fabric scrap) to
keep work tidy, save time and thread.

$
Use a stiletto to keep seams nested together or pin on the
diagonal just before the join point. Keep the seam on top
pointing upwards to help nest seams together. Hold your
finger against the side of the presser foot at the end of
each unit to reduce seam from 'wowing' out.

$
Make sure to sew through the 'X' to keep points sharp.

Medium
(green)

Star blocks & HSTs

13/8 yd
(1.3 m)

Star blocks & HSTs

13/8 yd
(1.3 m)

1st border & binding

½ yd
(.5m)

Medium &
Dark
2nd border & backing
Fabric D
(navy & green
print)

2 yd
(1.85m)

Batting to fit

Fabric A (LIGHT - Star blocks & HSTs)
Total Strips

Cut Size

Next Cut

Pattern section

4

3½" X WOF

40 - 3½" squares

Star blocks

2

14" X WOF

5 - 14" squares to yield
80 HSTs with Fabric B

HSTs in Star blocks

Fabric B (DARK - Star blocks & HSTs)
Total Strips

Cut Size

Next Cut

Pattern section

4

3½" X WOF

40 - 3½" squares

Star blocks

2

14" X WOF

5 - 14" squares to yield
80 HSTs with Fabric B

HSTs in Star blocks

Fabric C (MEDIUM - 1st border & binding)

$
Press to set seams first, then open and press each piece.
Don't saw the iron back and forth. Keep a light touch and
a hot iron to get seams flat and square.

$
Always use a design surface to layout pieces in their proper
place. Check for direction of directional prints while sewing.

$
Keep a copy of the block and top design handy to
reference as needed.

Total Strips

Cut Size

Next Cut

Pattern section

4

1½" X WOF

*****

1st border

5

15/8" X WOF

*****

binding

Fabric D (MEDIUM/DARK - 2nd border & backing)
Total Strips

Cut Size

2

3½" X 64"
on lengthwise grain

2

3½" X 34"
on lengthwise grain

Next Cut

Pattern section
2nd border

*****

2nd border

*****

$
Make up a sample block to test where trouble spots in

colour code

seaming or pressing could be. Determine how to handle
these prior to mass-producing blocks.

A

B

C

D
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POSITIVELY NEGATIVELY
EASY STAR TABLERUNNER
CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS
(Yardage based on 40" width of fabric - WOF)

PIECING INSTRUCTIONS
Make 80 HSTs (3" finished) using Bias Strip Method:
1. Using one each of Fabric A and B 14" squares, layer right
sides together. Cut through the longest diagonal, then cut
strips on either side of the first cut 3¼” wide. Each set of
squares should yield four strip sets plus two half square
triangle units.

Putting it all together:
1. Layout Star blocks in a 2 X 5 grid. Stitch in pairs, then the
rows of 5 blocks.
1
2. Press top.

Borders
1. Measure the top through the
middle on the long side first.
3¼"
14"
Piece Fabric C 1½" strips with
a diagonal join to attain
CUT (right sides together)
required length, and then cut to
2. Seam the long edges of each pair first, press to set seams,
this measurement. Press
then press to dark.
seams towards borders.
3. Seam all pairs together; making sure that one edge (top or
Repeat for shorter sides by
bottom) remains level creating a band of light and dark
measuring through the middle
strips, pressing after each addition.
on the short side.
4. Cut units from level side up towards uneven edge. Repeat 2. Repeat this procedure for the
for remaining 14" squares.
Fabric D 3½" strips. If strips
were cut on the lengthwise
grain there will be no need to
piece them.
}

}

Keep one level edge

Make 40 Four Patch Blocks (6" finished)
B squares with HSTs according to
1. Layout Fabric A and
1
diagram.
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2. Stitch. Press according to diagram with final seam open.
3. Make 20 Light and 20 Dark blocks.
Make 10 Star Blocks (12" finished)
1. Layout Four Patch blocks according to diagram.
2. Stitch and press, fanning final seam.
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Finishing Up
1. Press completed top. Measure
to prepare binding, batting and
backing.
2. Quilting suggestions:
"
Stitch in the ditch around all borders and blocks.
"
Quilt a leaf design in the block centers.
"
Quilt a scallop and leaf design in the outer border.
"
Stipple around all leaf designs matching threads to dark
and light areas.
3. Add label and sleeve.
4. Bind using a single fold 3/8" finished binding.
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All contents of this pattern are protected by COPYRIGHT. Except as specifically permitted herein, no
portion of the information in this pattern may be reproduced in any form, or by any means, without prior
written permission from PATCHWORK SCHOOLHOUSE. Users are not permitted to modify, distribute,
publish, transmit or create derivative works of any material found in this pattern for any public or
commercial use.
We take great care to ensure that the information included in this pattern is complete, accurate &
presented in good faith, but no warranty is provided nor results guaranteed. Having no control over the
choices of materials or procedures used, neither the Designer nor PATCHWORK SCHOOLHOUSE shall
have any liability to any person or entity with respect to any loss or damage caused directly or indirectly by
the information contained in this pattern.
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